The creation of tissue microarrays (TMAs) allows for the rapid immunohistochemical analysis of thousands of tissue samples, with numerous different antibodies per sample. This technical development has created a need for tools to aid in the analysis and archival storage of the large amounts of data generated. We have developed a comprehensive system for high-throughput analysis and storage of TMA immunostaining data, using a combination of commercially available systems and novel software applications developed in our laboratory specifically for this purpose. 
The creation of tissue microarrays (TMAs) allows for the rapid immunohistochemical analysis of thousands of tissue samples, with numerous different antibodies per sample. This technical development has created a need for tools to aid in the analysis and archival storage of the large amounts of data generated. We have developed a comprehensive system for high-throughput analysis and storage of TMA immunostaining data, using a combination of commercially available systems and novel software applications developed in our laboratory specifically for this purpose. Staining results are recorded directly into an Excel worksheet and are reformatted by a novel program (TMA-Deconvoluter) into a format suitable for hierarchical clustering analysis or other statistical analysis. Hierarchical clustering analysis is a powerful means of assessing relatedness within groups of tumors, based on their immunostaining with a panel of antibodies. Other analyses, such as generation of survival curves, construction of Cox regression models, or assessment of intra-or interobserver variation, can also be done readily on the reformatted data. Finally, the immunoprofile of a specific case can be rapidly retrieved from the archives and reviewed through the use of Stainfinder , a novel web-based program that creates a direct link between the clustered data and a digital image database. An on-line demonstration of this system is available at http://genome-www. TMAs allow for the immunohistochemical analysis of large numbers of tissue samples. [1] [2] [3] [4] With as many as 500 different tumors in a single tissue microarray (TMA) paraffin block, thousands of tumor samples can be screened for protein expression using a few array sections. Commercial digital-imaging systems can rapidly store thousands of images, but tools for quick retrieval of these images and for analysis of staining results are lacking. In particular, traditional means of recording and analyzing immunohistochemical staining are based on a small number of cases with a few antibodies and are not well-suited for the huge amounts of data that are rapidly generated with TMA experiments. Because it is possible to do hundreds of different immunostains per case using TMAs, there will be a cumulative accrual of data linked to each of thousands of individual cases, leading to an urgent need for tools to handle this data efficiently and effectively.
Gene expression studies using cDNA microarrays have necessitated the development and introduction of new analytical and data management tools into molecular biology laboratories. 5 We have drawn on our experience with gene expression microarray experiments 6 -8 to develop a robust system for the comprehensive management of data generated through immunohistochemical staining of TMAs. This includes using pre-existing analytical tools (Cluster and TreeView software), that were specifically created for analysis of complex microarray expression data, 5 but are here applied to data derived from immunohistochemical staining of TMAs. Development of this system required integration of these software applications with commercially available hardware and software. Additional novel software (TMA-Deconvoluter and Stainfinder, described herein) were designed to link these components to create a fully functional system. To date we have accumulated more than 3000 cases and more than 65,000 different immunostaining results in our archive. Our system allows us to easily add cases or immunostaining results to this data bank, with rapid retrieval of both data sets for further analysis, and of archived digital images of immunostained tissues for review.
Organization of the Stanford TMA Data System
A flow diagram showing the overall organization of the system we have designed is described in Figure 1 . A description of the components of the system follows, using a lymphoma TMA with 265 cases as an example, 9 with a more detailed explanation available at the accompanying website: http://genome-www.stanford.edu/TMA.
TMA Construction
A case selected for TMA construction is first assigned a unique, anonymous, identifying number that is maintained in a separate Excel workbook (Lookup table, Figure 2) . This is preferable because the data are easily stripped of patient identifiers to protect patient confidentiality, permitting the data to be shared with collaborators. This identifier will be permanently associated with the case and will provide the key for associating information from scoring worksheets (see next section) to a master database containing the relevant patient/tumor diagnosis information, follow-up data, and any previous immunohistochemical or fluorescence in situ hybridization data on that case. As a result, this identifier can be used in any subsequent TMA that contains the corresponding case. For example, a block is taken from a case of large cell lymphoma used in a TMA to study immunohistochemical markers of possible prognostic significance in lymphoma. This same case may next be used in a TMA to test the utility of a marker for differentiating between germ cell tumors and lymphomas occurring in the mediastinum, or as a negative control in a TMA designed to test new epithelial markers. It should be noted that the unique number in the Lookup table correlates not only with a specific paraffin block but also with a particular diagnosis within that block. The area of interest corresponding to that diagnosis is circled on the accompanying glass slide, and it is from this area that tissue cores are taken. To avoid confusion, we do not retrieve different diagnostic tissues from the same block (ie, in situ ductal carcinoma and invasive ductal carcinoma), but instead use two different blocks from the same case for this situation. We have used more than 3000 cases for TMA construction in our laboratory. The first six columns in the Lookup table after the unique identifier can be used to describe a variety of other features than those shown in Figure 2 , such as age, gender, clinical outcome, treatment, and so forth. The data in these six columns will appear in the TreeView output file (see below).
The TMAs are constructed using a tissue arrayer (Beecher Instruments, Silver Spring, MD), as described previously. 9 We routinely use 0.6-mm diameter cores. Sections are cut from the array, and each level is numbered sequentially. The number of levels per block is variable, depending on the thickness of the tissue blocks from which the cores are obtained, but we routinely obtain more than 100 sections per TMA. The number of cores and their site within the tumor (ie, central versus peripheral) are functions of the experimental design and hypothesis to be tested, and accordingly, vary from array to array. Each TMA block is subdivided into sectors that measure maximally 11 columns wide, because we have found that larger sectors are harder to score because of the increased likelihood of losing one's place on the grid. In building the array, a space is left between adjacent sectors. The grid pattern is not completely symmetrical, and irrelevant tissues (eg, mouse kidney) are included on each TMA to facilitate orientation. Obviously, great care must be taken in creation of the grid and recording of data to ensure that immunostaining results correspond to the appropriate case.
Recording Immunohistochemical Staining Data
Each individual array has its own Excel scoring workbook, based on the three-dimensional layout of the array, and consists of multiple worksheets. The first worksheet, or master, contains the two-dimensional layout of the TMA, with each field containing the anonymized numerical code from the Lookup table for a particular case ( Figure 3A ). Subsequent worksheets, copies of the first but with blank cells corresponding to each core, are then used to record the staining interpretations for individual antibodies. Hence, the data worksheets, collectively representing the third dimension of the TMA, each correspond to an interpretation of a specific slide taken from the same TMA paraffin block ( Figure 3B ). We record data directly onto printed versions of these worksheets, while scoring arrays under the microscope. The use of a worksheet that structurally parallels the layout of the TMA is critical, in our experience, to ensure accurate recording of the data. It is possible to record data by hand in a linear or other format and later transcribe it into a spreadsheet-type database, but this is labor intensive, and the extra step increases the likelihood of introducing recording errors. Additional data recorded on each worksheet include the section number taken from the array, the staining date, the antibody used, the antigen retrieval method, and the name of the interpreter of the stains, together with the date the stain was interpreted. As such, a workbook can contain separate worksheets containing the staining interpretations of multiple pathologists for a large number of antibodies.
Reformatting Data with TMA-Deconvoluter Software
The TMA-Deconvoluter is a novel program designed to solve the logistical problem of translating large amounts of the three-dimensional TMA data from these raw workbooks into a two-dimensional spreadsheet-type tabulated table format in Excel. This deconvolution process outputs reformatted data that also incorporates the diagnostic and/or clinical information provided by up to six columns in the user's lookup table. The reformatted data are now amenable to further analysis, including hierarchical clustering, generation of survival curves, construction of Cox regression models, and assessment of intraor interobserver variation.
Operation of the TMA-Deconvoluter is a straightforward process. First, the user specifies the scoring workbook files and the file containing the lookup table of the individual core descriptor information. When the worksheet data are converted into the single text, tab-delimited table format used for hierarchical clustering ( Figure  4 ), each data worksheet is converted into a column of data corresponding to the staining results for the antibody used in that sheet. The descriptor information (for example "bax" in column E) is placed into the appropriate column, and the UID column contains the filename and URL information that is passed on by TreeView into the Stainfinder program (see below). The EWEIGHT and GWEIGHT columns are used by the Cluster software for hierarchical cluster analysis (see below). The TMA-Deconvoluter software is freely available at http://genomewww.stanford.edu/TMA.
The TMA-Deconvoluter has a variety of other helpful features. For example, one scoring system for grading immunohistochemical results can be rapidly transformed into a different scoring system. Our usual scoring system designates 0 ϭ negative, 1 ϭ uninterpretable, 2 ϭ weak positive, and 3 ϭ strong positive. The "score conversion utility" enables rapid reformatting of the data such that scores are symmetrical around 0, ie, negative is scored as Ϫ2, weak positive as 1, strong positive as 2, and uninterpretable data are left blank. This conversion is necessary because of the design of TreeView for gene microarray data -normally, negative values represent down-regulated genes, whereas positive values represent up-regulated genes. For TMA data, a negative stain should therefore be converted to a negative value, and positive stains be kept as a positive value. The end result is proper visualization in TreeView. In addition, this utility permits results from different labs using different scoring systems to be reformatted to allow direct comparisons to be made.
Hierarchical Cluster Analysis
Hierarchal cluster analysis of our TMA data are performed using software tools that were originally designed for analyzing cDNA microarray data. 5 Hierarchical cluster analysis has been successfully applied to gene expression data, based on the expression of thousands of genes. It has also been remarkably successful in its ability to group tumors according to their primary site, as well as subgrouping tumors that are not reproducibly subclassifiable based on conventional morphology. 6 -8,10 Hierarchical clustering can work in two dimensions. For TMA data, the information is used to group tumors together based on the relatedness of their immunostaining with a number of different antibodies, whereas in the second dimension the antibodies are grouped together based on their degree of relatedness in immunoreactivity across the TMA samples examined. Hierarchical clustering can be done using the Cluster program, and the clustered output can be viewed using TreeView, which graphically displays relatedness in both dimensions as dendrograms. Cluster and TreeView are freely available programs that can be obtained at http://rana.lbl.gov/ EisenSoftware.htm. The EWEIGHT and GWEIGHT columns in the deconvoluted data, as described previously ( Figure  4 ), can be modified manually, if it is desired that a given antibody or patient sample should be given a different weight in the clustering process (see also additional information on Cluster at http://rana.lbl.gov/EisenSoftware.html).
The data deconvoluted by TMA-Deconvoluter is in a format suitable for immediate analysis by Cluster, and the resulting clustered file can then be opened in TreeView ( Figure 5A ). In this example, a strong positive score is represented as a bright red block and a weak positive score a dark red block, and a negative score appears as a green block. Stains that could not be interpreted because of technical reasons (eg, loss of tissue from the slide) are represented by gray blocks. Dendrograms showing the two dimensions of clustering are seen at the top and left-hand sides of Figure 5 .
Other Data Analyses
TMA-Deconvoluter can also be used to generate files with a layout usable for statistical analysis programs (eg, SPSS or WinSTAT) to generate Kaplan-Meier survival curves, multivariate analysis, and so forth. Reanalysis can be readily performed as new data are accrued and added to the database.
Capture and Retrieval of Digital Images Using Stainfinder Software
We use the Bliss system from Bacus Laboratories (Lombard IL; http://bacuslabs.com) for digital image collection. The images were collected using Tracer v0.87h software supplied with the Bliss system. Each tissue core section is digitally recorded in six separate images that are automatically tiled together by the Bliss system. Each tiled image is stored as a JPG compressed image of ϳ400 kb. TMAs are scanned one sector at a time, and the images from each sector are stored in a separate folder using a standardized nomenclature. For a detailed description of the standardized nomenclature, see http://genome-www.stanford.edu/ TMA. To date, we have archived digital images on more than 65,000 immunostained tissue cores.
Stainfinder is a novel web-based program that links a selected row in the TreeView graphical output file (corresponding to all immunostaining data for one arrayed core) to the digital images recorded from that core. For TreeView figures showing gene expression microarray data, each row corresponds to a gene or clone, and the link provides access to additional information about this particular gene or clone. In the TMA laboratory, Stainfinder serves a similar but distinct function, and clicking on a row from a TreeView document retrieves a web page that lists all stains scanned in for this core and stored on the server (see screenshot on accompanying website). We currently use a 400GB RAID server to store digital images. Clicking on the display images button rapidly retrieves digital images in a thumbnail format ( Figure 5B ) that can be enlarged by clicking on the name of the thumbnail. Used in this manner, one can rapidly verify the score given to a particular antibody-stained core sample, by comparing the color block representing the score in the TreeView document to the corresponding digital image. The ability to do this is important and valuable, because the interpretation and determination of scores is subjective and often requires review. This is also valuable for allowing one to compare multiple stains done on the same core, allowing verification of scoring data taken from the same sample. In addition, variables such as nuclear versus membrane staining, the presence of stromal cell reactivity, and so forth, are features that can best be evaluated by re-examining the digital images. In comparison, reanalysis of multiple stains on one core by using the TMA slide sections would be extremely laborious. When immunostains for TMAs are scored by more than one pathologist, or if levels of the same array are stained with the same antibody by more than one laboratory, it is possible to rapidly identify interobserver or interlaboratory differences in results. The Stainfinder software is freely available at http://genome-www.stanford.edu/TMA.
An example of an application of the software is shown in Figure 6 , where a visualization of data obtained from a TMA with 265 lymphomas, stained with 27 antibodies is shown. Immunostaining results were recorded in an Excel workbook and reformatted with TMA-Deconvoluter. 
Discussion
TMAs are a significant advance over previous attempts to put multiple samples in a single paraffin block, and there are many potential benefits of using TMAs. One is the ability to screen large numbers of cases in a single staining run, thereby minimizing run-to-run variability in immunohistochemical staining. They dramatically decrease costs of conducting immunohistochemical studies, and increase the numbers of studies that can be done on small pieces of tissue, by using small cores of tissue rather than cutting sections of every block for each study.
Initial concerns about technical difficulties in creating and staining of array slides were rapidly put to rest; in our experience, the TMA paraffin blocks can be handled like regular blocks for cutting and staining. A more significant concern centered on how representative small cores (typically 0.6-mm cores in our laboratory) of tissue would be for either morphological or immunohistochemical assessment. The available data indicate that the use of small cores is, perhaps surprisingly, highly representative of the entire tumor, and this has served as an impetus for rapidly increasing the introduction of TMA technology. For example, Nocito and colleagues, 3 in a study of more than 2000 cases of bladder cancer, found that four 0.6-mm cores yielded highly concordant information on tumor grade and proliferative activity, when compared to whole sections of tumor. Camp and colleagues 2 found that analysis of two 0.6-mm cores yielded comparable information to whole section immunohistochemical analysis for estrogen receptor in more than 95% of cases of breast cancer studied. Most significantly, Torhorst and colleagues 4 found that in a series of 553 cases of breast cancer, a single core of tumor was sufficient to demonstrate the prognostic significance of estrogen receptor, progesterone receptor, and p53 immunostaining, and that immunostaining of a single core was equivalent or superior to staining of whole sections, in demonstration of the prognostic significance of these markers. Thus, intratumoral heterogeneity, although an important theoretical consideration in the use of TMAs, has not proven to be an insurmountable problem in the application of TMA technology.
There are numerous potential applications of TMAs beyond testing of prognostic markers. TMAs are a superior way of testing new markers of potential diagnostic utility against a large panel of different tumors. We anticipate that the phenomenon of newly described antibodies being maximally specific in the first 6 months after they are described, with a progressive decline in specificity as more comprehensive studies are undertaken and more data accumulates, will end with the introduction of TMAs. For example, we were able to test MUM1/IRF4, a marker of plasmacytic differentiation, against 1335 different human tumors and normal tissues, showing that although it is a sensitive marker of plasmacytic differentiation, it lacks specificity, because it also stained other hematolymphoid and melanocytic tumors. 9 Use of TMAs should become routine in this important application. We have also used TMAs for routine quality assurance; the use of a 351-case TMA block allows us to rapidly determine whether there has been change throughout time in the staining pattern of diagnostic antibodies, and to confirm that new lots of antibody have maintained their sensitivity and specificity. 11 In a test of interlaboratory variability in estrogen receptor staining, we were able to rapidly identify both highly concordant staining and interpretation for four of five participating laboratories, as well as a significant trend to weaker staining and resulting discrepant results from one laboratory.
12 TMA experiments are a logical follow-up to gene expression microarray experiments that show expression of groups of genes of prognostic or diagnostic significance, and we have undertaken such experiments in follow-up to our earlier gene expression studies of lymphoma, 6 breast carcinoma, 7 and sarcoma. 13 This may be the most fruitful avenue of study as it allows rapid testing of novel potentially diagnostically relevant immunohistochemical markers identified by genome-wide gene expression studies.
Given the utility of TMAs, it is essential that the tools for data manipulation and storage be sufficiently evolved to meet these emergent needs. As we started to do TMA studies we were immediately struck by the inadequacy of existing approaches for recording immunohistochemical data. TMAs allow a large number of results to be generated, but equally importantly, dramatically increase the number of results that can routinely be generated on a single case. This increased complexity required that we rethink how we manage our data, and move away from project-by-project data management to a larger system in which all data for the TMA laboratory is centrally stored. TMA-Deconvoluter assists us in this goal by allowing rapid conversion of worksheet data to tabular form. This enables a more conventional assessment of the data (eg, Kaplan-Meier survival curves, multivariate analysis) to be done, and also allows hierarchical cluster analysis to be applied to the immunohistochemical staining data. It is not clear yet if hierarchical cluster analysis will be as powerful a tool in analysis of TMA experiments as it has been in gene expression microarray experiments, in which it has been critically important. However, the complexity of data from TMA experiments parallels that of gene expression microarrays and suggests that it will be applicable. Hierarchical cluster analysis may prove useful not just as a research tool, but also in diagnosis. A significant problem in the interpretation of immunohistochemical staining results occurs when there are apparent inconsistencies in the staining profile based on a panel of immunostains (for example a pleural tumor that is calretinin-, CEA-, and B72.3-positive, and negative for WT-1, Ber-EP4, and CK5/6). Although a completely typical immunophenotypic profile is readily interpretable, having extended panels of antibodies applied to difficult cases increases the likelihood that there will be apparent inconsistencies in the staining profiles generated, with one or more antibodies giving aberrant staining results. Currently no systematic approach exists to the interpretation of an extended data set generated by staining a case with a large panel of antibodies. However, application of the system described in this study may be a first step toward more complex analyses of immunostaining results. In a separate experiment, we have shown that with a set of 351 cases stained with 22 antibodies, hierarchical cluster analysis allows a significant degree of clustering of tumors according to tissue of origin. 11 In the current study we show that lymphomas of one type tend to cluster together. There are impediments to the diagnostic application of hierarchical cluster analysis, especially the lack of sufficiently tissue-specific markers (although newer markers such as myogenin and thyroid transcription factor are a significant advance). As well, the dynamic range of immunostaining scores is significantly narrower than that obtained for mRNA levels in gene microarray experiments and, as a result, the clustering of tumors based on immunoreactivity can be expected to be less well defined than is seen in gene expression studies. However, new technologies that can quantify the intensity of immunoreactivity may improve the dynamic range of immunostain data.
The main cost of the system we describe is the Bliss system for capture and storage of digital images. Although such a system is desirable, it is possible to set up a data management system for a TMA lab with nothing more than a PC with Excel and a statistical analysis package, as the other software components we describe are freely available. To realize the full potential of TMA technology, however, a digital image collection will allow for revisiting and reanalyzing immunostain interpretations.
The software system described in this article has been used successfully by groups outside our institution. By using the same software, it has made it possible to share the same arrays and array data, facilitating collaborations around areas of unique expertise and further maximizing the important resource that TMAs represent.
